March 27, 2020

Economic News

When the Chairman of the Federal Reserve takes it upon himself to
appear on the ever-popular Today Show, you know you’re living through
unique times, but that’s where we find ourselves. The money quote from
Powell was “not to worry about the Fed running out of money.” That tells
you they will be all-in and effectively the buyer of last resort for all the
fiscal stimulus borrowing that’s coming down the pike. The other
rumored quote we found interesting from Powell was in telling Speaker
Pelosi to “go big, rates are low” in regards to crafting the stimulus
packages. And while the House will approve the third stimulus bill today,
Pelosi is expected to unveil a fourth bill at some point in the near future
that will likely provide additional assistance to workers. The inflationary
impact of all this spending and borrowing remains to be seen, just as it does the eventual hole in the economy that is caused by the
fallout from the coronavirus. We look at some forecasts on that in more detail below. This morning, trepidation has returned to the
market as case counts and death totals mount which has catalyzed another risk-off mood. Equities are poised to open down 700
plus points while Treasuries benefit from another flight-to-safety trade. The 10-year note is up 31/32nds to yield 0.74%.



Everyone knew the weekly jobless claims number would be UGLY, the question, however, was two-fold: how ugly would it be,
and how would the market react to it? On the first part, claims soared to a new record 3.283 million, easily surpassing the 1.7
million estimate and the previous high of 695,000 set way back in 1982. Even during the financial crisis the highest claims figure
was 665,000 in March 2009. So, the expectation that the number would be record-breaking was easily met, and it’s possible it
could be broken again next week. Surprisingly, the state with the highest claims was Pennsylvania with 378,900, probably due
to the shuttering of the fracking industry. Meanwhile, New York state, with the city mired in the worst of the virus outbreak, saw
claims rise by 66,000 to 80,000. California claims rose by 129,000 to 186,000. As to the second question, the market was
obviously expecting an ugly number, and got it, and that led to a somewhat counterintuitive risk-on move with equities trading
higher and fixed income barely hanging onto early gains. That tells us the market was priced for a heavy dose of bad economic
news and shrugged off the jobless claims number. It seems, however, we’ll need to get some good news on the virus front at
some point in the near future in order to hang onto this risk-on bounce. Otherwise, if case counts and deaths continue to
accelerate a retest of the lows could well be in the offing.
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Estimates for 2nd quarter GDP are starting to roll in and as one might expect there’s still a lot of variability in forecasts given the
degree of unknowns, but as the chart below forecasts it will be an ugly number. Morgan Stanley holds the low estimate of –
30.1% with the weighted average of 54 contributors at –9.0%, and the mean at –3.2%. When scanning the forecasts it looks like
those predicting the largest drops in 2nd quarter GDP are generally expecting a strong bounce in the 3rd quarter. Those with less
of a drop in the 2nd also see more of a lower, U-shaped bounce. Given the likely rolling nature of the virus spread in the U.S.,
we’re more inclined to go with the lower U-shaped recovery with a lot still dependent on the extent of the outbreaks yet to
come.

AAA Muni Yield vs. 10yr Treasury Yield

We’ve mentioned the rollercoaster ride the muni
market has been on this month and wanted to
illustrate it again. The graph shows the AAA-rated
muni yield versus the 10-year Treasury. This is a
widely watched ratio that can inform as to the
relative cheapness or richness of municipal
securities in relation to Treasuries. The graph goes
back 13 years with the average during that time
being 96%, that is the muni yield has averaged
96% of the 10yr Treasury. The rapid dislocation in
the last few weeks saw that percentage spike to
365% with the counter-rally dropping it down to
180%. That level, while off the panic highs of last
week, is still well above the long-term average.
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